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Abstract:
Research one security policy in the INTERNET GSM or other
possible environments based on the uniqueness and uniformity
of RFID chips code and EPC. Its basic process: the data in
RFID

chips—products

database—verification.

Its

technological process: the READER reads encrypted data in
RFID chips some kind of products corresponding and uploads
the data to public networks. The EPC database on line returns
user verification after data processing. According to the
strategy of anti-counterfeiting technology, the introduction of
PKI technology on digital certificate management, system

dynamic products management. Compared to the
bar-code technology and laser technology the RFID
have a great lot of strongpoint. For example, its tags
can store much more information, work under the
terrible circumstance and RFID can be used in
electron information system to achieve safely products
information retrospecting [3]. Because of above
mentioned strongpoint, security policy of products
information retrospecting based on RFID technology
and building a kind of system of products information
ietrospecting must offer a new occasion for the
breakthrough of security policy of products.

describes the digital certificate application and verification
process. Finally, the introduction of the hash algorithm, design
implementation process RFID tag-based anti-counterfeiting,
and various algorithms and comparative analysis of tags,
readers secure communications mechanism.

Keywords: radio frequency identification; security
policy; guarding against fakes; Public Key
Infrastructure; hash algorithm

Introduction
As a kind of new technology, the technology of radio
frequency identification (RFID) has been applied
widely to the management of products information,
and become apparent visible economic benefit
because of its characteristic of untouched and autoread-write[1] [2]. At the same time, the compatibility
between RFID data read-write and other information
system makes RFID take on powerful life-force in the

2. Security characteristic of RFID
RFID system includes three parts: Tag, reader and
antenna. Tag is made up of coupling element and chip.
Every tag has one and only electron code; Reader is
used to read or write the products electron information
for tags; Antenna is an element between tags and
reader to transfer the radio frequency signal [1]. The
most important RFID advantage compared with laser
security technology or bar-code technology is that
every tag has one and only ID on the earth. Namely,
the serial number alone is encapsulated in the chip’s
memory of every tag when the tag was turn out and
not altered.
When we undergo affirming some products real or
bogus, the accredited device can help us to read out
the information encapsulated in these RFID tags
throughout INTERNET, Global System for Mobile
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communication (GSM) which makes corporation
information open but safe via ERP or other
corporation management information system (MIS).
In this process, the other third party could not copy
the serial number alone is encapsulated in the chip’s
memory of every tag. The base data stream process is
just as Fig.1.

Fig
Fig.. 2 Model of Security Policy of Products Information
Retrospecting
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3.2 The key technology of security policy based on
RFID
The given security policy based on RFID is based upon

Fig
Fig.. 1 Process of RFID Data Reading and Feedback
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3. Security project of product
retrospecting based RFID
Why RFID technology is used to guarding against fakes
is because that its data functions: writing, transmission,
getting, dealing with. In this process the data
information in RFID chip attached product may go for
many different kinds of public MIS.

3.1 Building of the security policy model of based
on RFID

unique and immutable. The care process includes two
parts: enveloping digital underwriting, reading and
decrypting the information in the RFID tag. In the
process digital information enveloped, we deal with the
digital certificate attached some one kind of product and
the serial ID preparing to writing in RFID tag, then gain
a digital abstract. In this process, the producers use their
private key encrypt the digital abstract. In the end, the
unique digital underwriting is given. The digital
underwriting will be read in RFID tag according with its
digital certificate. The second process is to verify on line.

Because the data digital code in RFID and electronic

In this process the digital underwriting may be decrypted

products code (EPC) is one and only and accordant, the

on public network just comparing to the first process

research may verify some a product fake or not though

product information enveloped. Above two processes are

the public plat just like INTERNET or GSM by

based upon MIS and public network. When the MIS

comparing the two sets of codes. The basic process:

finished data dealing the digital abstract and ID will be

RFID data in chip——product database——verification.

re-gain. The consumer may compare the digital abstract

The principle flow: RFID reader reads the tag chip data

and ID above-mentioned with the paper digital certificate

encrypted comparing to some a kind of product, then

information attached product and the serial ID printed on

transmits this data to the public network; The data is

the product pack to verify their goods true or not. The

decoded by MIS base on the database of the public

Fig.3 show us whole process.

service plat or EPC; The MIS feeds back product user or
official checkout organization one set of information
verified[4]. The follow Fig.2 shows us this process.
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Review checklist and other key management issue has
not been canceled, abnormal key for key life cycle
process.
4)Key backup and recovery system
If the user lose the key used to decrypt the data, the data
would not be able to be decrypted, which will cause loss
of valid data. To avoid this situation, PKI key backup and
Fig
Fig.. 3 Technological Process of Security Policy

recovery mechanisms. Key backup and recovery must be
done by a trusted third party to. And key backup and
recovery only for the decryption key, the signature

4. Digital certificate application process

private key to ensure its uniqueness without backup.
The system used PKI(Public Key Infrastructure)
technology

on

the

tag

digital

certificate

5)Certificate void system

management.PKI [21-23] refers to the use of public key
concepts and techniques, the implementation of the

Record the certificate void system is responsible for the

provide universal security services infrastructure.In the

voided certificates of expired certificates or other reasons

X.509 standard, in order to distinguish it from the

responsible for the recovery, the certificate needs to be

Privilege Management Infrastructure, defines the PKI to

recorded, to retain the certificate is no longer repeated

support

issuance.

public

key

management

and

support

authentication, encryption, integrity and accountability
services infrastructure.The complete PKI system must

6) application programming interface

have the Certificate Authority, library of digital
certificates, key backup and recovery system, certificate

Provide a good interface system makes a wide variety of

void the basic components of the system, application

applications can be a safe, consistent, credible and PKI

programming interface(API).

systems interact to ensure the integrity and ease of use of

4.1. PKI System Components

a secure network environment.

4.2. Digital certificate application process

1)Certificate Authority

The concrete steps are as follows
CA was responsible for the admissibility of the digital
certificate

request

and

issuing

.CA must

have

authoritative features, is a trusted third party.

1 Tag production enterprises to the PKI apply for a
digital certificate, PKI system to the user to create a
bunch of random code, this string of code is the digital

2) PKI database

certificate invitation code PKI will match string code and
the legitimate domain name store PKI database.

PKI database used to manage the storage has been
issued a digital certificate and a public key, the user can

2 PKI management department code via a secure manner

thereby obtain the required other user's certificate and

distributed enterprises, such as encrypted messages.

public key.
3 Enterprises to obtain a digital certificate invitation code,
3)Key Management Center

login the PKI certificate application page, submit a
completely

legitimate

domain

names
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certificates invitation code to PKI system will issue a
Service

digital certificate request

PKI

PKIDatabase

4 invitation code PKI system detects a fully qualified
authenticate ( ) :

domain name corresponding digital certificates are
submitted to the system certificate application invitation

check validity ( )
get CA PublicKey ( )

code consistent response certificate issued, the data of

Public Key

the certificate issued to enterprises through legitimate

verify PublicKey

channels, or will refuse the certificate was issued.
client

PKI

Verify Reseult ( ) :

PKIDatabase

requstCertificate
()
getRecord( )

Fig.. 5 Client request certificate authentication from PKI
Fig

certification request record

verifyCSR( )

issue certificate and sign with CA PrivateKey

5. RFID tags based anti-counterfeiting
algorithm implementation

Execute result

The above description strategies, this section use Hash
algorithm, through the public network, realize tag and
Fig . 4 Client request certificate from PKI

4.3 The complete certificate validation process

reader encryption decryption process.For any one tag,
through the reader to read operation. Reader-side
generated random number is set to Rreader, tag-side
generated random number is set to Rtag.Each tag public

User or service terminal to the PKI submit a digital

network authentication server share a key Ktagserver, the

certificate authentication request, the certificate PKI

key reader can not be detected. Each reader with public

public key encryption.

network authentication server share a key Kreadrserver, and
this key reader can not be detected.When the user use

Receives an authentication request to PKI data using its

reader to read tag, ReaderID,Rreader,Kreaderserver exclusive

own private key to decrypt operation get certificate

or operation. After hash encryption M1, produced M1 to

plaintext.

the tag-side. Tag received M1, ReaderID,Rreader,Kreaderserver
exclusive-or operation, Hash encryption, produced

Contrast certificate information system user's original

M2.Reader received M2, theM2,Rreader ， Rtag with

certificate of the certificate issued to see if it is expired

distributed server database;The server received data,

or the presence of other abnormalities. Answering user

Ergodic database

to submit a certificate application for certification

existed. If presented, refused to request, if does not exist,

requests.

database, detection Rreader ， Rtag

will Rreadr，Rtag into database, and return tag identifier,
complete anti-counterfeiting process.

Reader

M1

M2
Server

Rreader
Rta g

Ha s h ( T a g ID
Rta g
Ktagserver )

M2

Tag

Ha s h (Reader
ID R reader
Kreaderserver )

Fig
Fig.. 6 RFID tags based anti-counterfeiting algorithm implementation
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Traffic
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×

×

√

×
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High

×

×

√

×

N

High

√

×

√

√

N

High

√

×

√

√

Y

Middle

13)

Else

14)

Put (RreaderRtag,Server )

15)

Return TagID

Randomi
zed
Hash-Lo

Table 1.Comparison between RFID tags and Transponders

ck
Hash
Chain

6. dependability of the policy guarding
against fakes

Hash
based ID
variation

From the flow chat above, we can see, this security
policy guarding against fakes includes tow processes in

Challeng

fact: Ⅰ, Security process contrasting digital certificates,

e-Respo
nse

√

√

√

√

N

High

√

×

×

×

N

High

√

√

√

√

Y

Middle

√

×

×

×

N

Low

√

×

×

×

Y

Middle

√

√

1

√

Y

Middle

√

×

√

√

N

High

√

√

√

√

N

High

Based

namely, we compare digital abstract of digital certificate
after verified and the paper digital abstract of digital

David et
al

certificate attached product to verify the certificate
attached product truest or not; Ⅱ, Security process

LCAP
protocol
Karthike

contrasting serial IDs, that is to say, throughout the
method of comparing digital serial ID and serial ID

yan-Nest
erenko
Duc et al

printed on the RFID tag , we can verify whether the tow
ID are accordant or not, and accordingly judge quality
goods or fakes. The duple process of dealing with data

Chien
HY et al
Masatak
a s et al
Cui Y et
al

and the application of encrpytion techniques insure this
policy secure and credible.

7. Prospects

System code as follows :
The technology of guarding against fakes has developed

Pseudo code

1) Rreader←Random(Reader);

more than ten years. In the recent years, the market has

2) Rtag←Random(Tag);

been pressing for the technology of guarding against

3) M:Message

C:Cipheertext

E:Enciphering

D:Deciphering K:key;

fakes more and more imminently along with the
development of economy, and achieved more than 10
[6]

4) C=EK(M);

billions yuan

5) M=DK(C);

prevalent paper stuff in guarding against fakes nowadays

6) Ktagserver
7) Kreadrserver

(The

Tag

and

Server

shared

. But because of not exclusive, the

is easily copied just when one kind of new security

key,Reader unknown)

technology is present soon. The technology guarding

(The Reader and Server shared

against fakes by products information retrospecting must

key,Tag unknown)

become one kind of new research field of security. The

8) M1=HASH(ReaderID ⊕ Rreader ⊕ Kreaderserver)
(Reader)

future public information service system based on RFID

9) M2=HASH(M1 ⊕ TagID ⊕ Rtag ⊕ Ktagserver)
(Tag)

against fakes

10)

Server←M2, Rreader, Rtag;

economic benefit and benefit society greatly.

11)

If ((RreaderRtag) exist)

must be one of important and handily flats guarding
[7]

. Security policy guarding against fakes

based on RFID technology must bring us much more
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